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Many offered recipes that were dangerously incomplete; a smaller number provided acceptable guidelines but
were confusing, unduly restrictive, overly complicated, or had other issues that made me recommend them
only with reservations. A few were good enough to recommend without reservation. The books reviewed here
are the most complete and accurate guides to feeding your dog a home-prepared diet currently available. They
offer clear instruction for making certain that the diet you feed is nutritionally complete. This review is about
the cream of the crop: All three books offer boneless recipes as well as some that include raw meaty bones
RMBs , giving you the option of choosing either style of feeding, or a combination of the two, depending on
what works best for both you and your dogs. Those books provided dietary guidelines rather than recipes,
relying on common sense and mimicking the evolutionary diet of the wolf rather than nutritional analyses to
provide diets that are complete and balanced. I believe such an approach is valid and follow it myself, but the
guidelines are often misinterpreted, leading to diets that are missing critical ingredients or overloaded with
others, and thus nutritionally unbalanced and incomplete. The best of those books gave good guidelines for
creating a complete homemade diet, but each required careful attention to the text to ensure that nothing was
left out. People who just follow the recipes are likely to end up feeding an incomplete diet. The three books
included in this review are quite specific about what you should feed and what supplements you need to add.
They provide a reliable alternative for those who are not able to feed, for whatever reason, the wide variety of
foods needed to provide a complete and balanced diet without supplementation. They offer help to people
whose dogs are experiencing health problems that could be related to their diet. And for those of us who just
want to understand more about where essential nutrients come from in the diets that we feed, and what might
be missing, the information they provide is fascinating. Two of these books provide recipes that meet
requirements for all life stages, while the third can be used for adult maintenance only. Reading through them
has made me look more carefully at the diet I feed my own dog and the dietary guidelines that I give others,
particularly regarding supplements. A new approach Two books published fairly recently include recipes for
both boneless and raw meaty bones RMB meals. These two books have similarities, as the authors have
worked together in the past and relied on much of the same research. Both are particularly appropriate for
those concerned that their homemade diets meet NRC guidelines, as all recipes have been designed and
analyzed to ensure that they do. These are the only homemade diet books that address the issue of balanced
fats, going beyond the ratio of omega-6 to omega-3 fatty acids. Modifying fats may be beneficial for dogs with
skin problems and other inflammatory conditions. Both books stress feeding lean meats, which they
recommend feeding raw, but light cooking is acceptable for boneless meat. Both also advise using bone meal,
or other supplements that combine calcium and phosphorus such as MCHC or dicalcium phosphate, rather
than plain calcium to balance the boneless recipes. The extra phosphorus is needed to meet requirements for
puppies, as the recipes are designed for all life stages. This can be beneficial for some dogs, particularly those
prone to weight gain or inflammation from health issues such as allergies and arthritis. Carbohydrates,
however, reduce the cost of a homemade diet. Those with large dogs who do not feed RMBs which are usually
less expensive than muscle meats may find these diets cost-prohibitive. Very active dogs and females used for
breeding can also benefit from more carbohydrates in the diet. The basic recipes are the same, but the new
edition provides many more details, including nutritional analyses of all recipes. The authors still recommend
feeding all of the foods in their original recipes, but the new edition offers options for omitting certain foods,
telling you what additional supplements need to be provided in those cases. For those who really want to
understand the whys and wherefores of homemade diets, Unlocking the Canine Ancestral Diet is ideal. Author
Steve Brown delves into the ancestral diet of the dog and compares it to the latest NRC guidelines. Particular
attention is paid to ensuring that fats are properly balanced, going beyond the ratio of omega-6 to omega
Sample weekly recipes for all three styles of feeding are included for dogs of various weights and activity
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Brought to you by OBS reviewer Kayt In light of so many pet food recalls and diagnosed illness and death in
pets from commercial foods and treats, The Healthy Homemade Pet Food Cookbook reaches readers in the
perfect mind set to try the recipes included in this book. As much as any pet owner wants to do the best for
their furry loved ones, this book tries to help the reader accomplish this desire. Some of the recipes seem very
complicated to me, but then I http: Some of the recipes seem very complicated to me, but then I am not an
expert cook. Some of the ingredients are not readily available in all areas, but I think the reader can get a good
idea of what it takes to make the recipes. The reader can find tips on making sure your pet is getting the
necessary nutrients when feeding a home cooked diet. There are plenty of pictures and the instructions are
very easy to understand. You can find tips of how to prepare different foods to induldge your pet. This book is
not preachy as some whole food pet cookbooks can be. It is not dumbed down or written in highbrow phrases
either. This book is written as though the author actually does cook these meals and fully believes in what she
writes. This cannot always be said when writers are tackling trendy topics. I was pleasantly surprised to find a
section on commercial foods. The author lists the best foods both dry and wet and treats as well that any pet
owner can purchase. This made me like the book much more than I had before I got to this section. I felt like I
was not being accused of mistreating my dog if I did not feed him whole, home cooked meals. Many of us just
cannot do it every day, all the time or even sporadically. While I did not give this book a high rating, it is only
because I just did not find it useful for me. It is full of good quality recipes for dogs and cats to feed for their
full diet and also treats. It really is easy to understand. Photos are bright and crisp to help get an idea of what
the end product will be. Even if you are not going to completely delete commercial foods I think you will find
some recipes to make for treats, special occasions or ingredients to add to their diets. They were adopted in
May of and have already provided so much joy in my life. Because I love them, I want the best for them. This
involves staying away from the processed, unhealthy cat food that you find at the local grocery store.
Taylor-Laino begins her book by talking about the importance of having a variety of fresh meals for pets,
especially organic food. She talks about foods that are very healthy for pets, but also has a list of foods that
you should not give your pets because they are very harmful to them. The part of this book that I loved the
most was of course, the recipe section. Taylor-Laino provides 75 different recipes to give your pet variety.
Some of them are raw, others cooked. Some contain grain while others do not. What I especially loved about
the recipe section is that she included several meals that are for the entire household. If you follow the recipe,
you can feed your spouse and children the meal, and also give a serving to your cats and dogs. I tried the
Zucchini and Eggs, which turned out to be a success. My kitties liked it a lot. I plan on making them more
fresh meals in the future, not only for the health benefits, but because they really enjoy it. If you desire to save
money on pet food and to see your pet reach its full health potential, then this book would be a great read for
you! Your pet will thank you by allowing you to love on them for many happy and healthy years.
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Pet Cookbook Kindle Edition - www.enganchecubano.com PET COOKBOOK is a nurturing book that is suitable for the
entire family to be more widely informed of good habits for pets and become more aware of what they are eating.

Home Cooking Food for Poodles Overview of the Healthy Home Cooking Book When owners are
considering home cooking for a Poodle this is either in response to the puppy or dog not doing well with
manufactured brands or to preemptively avert issues that are often seen when a dog ingests commercial food
products. Vet Recommended mean very little: Did you know that any commercial dog food can have the label
of "Recommended by Veterinarians" if only 1 vet recommends it? This literally means that only one vet out of
every vet in the country. For this reason, owners should ignore this meaningless food label. While there are
many downsides to commercial food products, perhaps the worst one is the fillers added to the foods. One of
the main differences between high quality and low quality manufactured dog food is the amount of fillers that
are added to them. Fillers are empty, useless ingredients which "plump" up the contents and cause your Poodle
to feel full These pass through the body quickly since there is nothing to be absorbed Low quality food can
cause behavioral Issues: This is true for Toy, Miniature and Standard Poodles. Many cases can be severe. For
those who already know that a Poodle is allergic to wheat grains, you can make delicious wheat-free home
cooked meals for your Poodle with the recipes outlined in the Health Home Cooking for the Poodle book.
Marketing Schemes can be overwhelming: Puppy food, adult food, senior food, pregnancy food When you
home cook for your Poodle you do not need to worry about the age of your dog. These recipes fit any Poodle
of any age and any size. Evolutionary biologists have traced canines all the way back to 4 specific wolves this is quite amazing! For those who wish to see if their Poodle enjoys a raw food diet, you will have recipes
for this as well. There will be times when your Poodle is feeling down, perhaps recovering from a treatment or
just having an "off day" with an upset stomach. For those times, read the recipes for "Upset Tummy Food".
You can save both time and money by home cooking: Being a responsible owner: Our dogs trust us to keep
them safe and healthy and will eat just about anything we place down. When you offer only healthy,
wholesome ingredients that your Poodle enjoys eating, you can leave the worry behind regarding fillers,
chemicals and low-quality nasty foodstuff. In Healthy Home Cooking for the Poodle, you will have recipes
for: Your Poodle deserves it too. A perfect Raw Food recipe for the Poodle, remember this is for Toy,
Miniature and Standard Poodles 1 Recommend Meal for Optimal Health, real wholesome food 5 Peanut
Butter based meals for the Poodle - These are perfect for those that are teething or have chewing issues. PDF
format, no special device needed, no shipping
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Share via Email Should we expect our pets to do as we do? Taking the veggie option has never been easier for
people, but what about vegetarian pets? That contradiction is no more keenly felt than by the vegetarian dog or
cat owner, supporting the meat industry they abhor every time they stock up on pet food. Of course, I should
say the vegetarian owner of a cat or dog. So is it ethical to impose a vegetarian diet on your pet? And for a
start, is it healthy? But cats require specific nutrients, not specific foodstuffs. One of the biggest concerns for
cats is the risk of taurine deficiency, which can lead to blindness and death if not treated. Most meaty cat food
has taurine added back, because the processing of meats removes it. Another essential for cats is arachidonic
acid. Both these substances are available as supplements. There are commercially available veggie options.
Yarrah, which is organic, is currently investigating bringing out a vegan cat food too. But even among animal
rights organisations the jury is still out on the health implications feeding cats a veggie diet. Some, such as the
Vegetarian Society, are equivocal , while others are keen backers of such a switch. A sensible compromise
might be to feed your cat half vegetarian biscuits and half organic wet meaty food. Even dogs may struggle to
get the nutrients they need from commercial vegetarian pet food. Some dogs require extra taurine and
L-Carnitine, not usually added to commercial dog food Ami dog food contains L-Carnitine. Pet food is not
covered by the same labelling requirements as food for humans. The Campaign for Real Pet Food is calling
for a change in the labelling legislation â€” particularly important for pet owners with allergies. It may also
come as a nasty surprise to pet owners that many pet food companies have been involved in invasive tests on
animals. Last year saw a flurry of headlines following a book which claimed that owning a dog could have
twice the environmental impact of driving an SUV. But pets are not the problem â€” a meat diet is. Today,
greenhouse gases from livestock outweigh those from the entire global transport system.
5: Home-Prepared Dog Food Diet Books | Whole Dog Journal
Your beloved pet was never designed to eat 'wastes'. Today's commercial pet food is a far cry from your dog's or cat's
ancestral diet - the diet their species has thrived upon for thousands of years.
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Well, now you can solve that problem and love your pet to death in a delicious way. www.enganchecubano.com offers a
host of sumptuous recipes of dog and cat meat and also a variety of weapons to humanely end your pet's life, from
garrots to clubs, from electrocution baths to hangman's ropes.

7: Recipe & Nutritional Cooking Book for Sick Dogs | Dog Food Recipes | Your Old Dog
If you are searched for the ebook by Russell Jones The Eat a Pet Cookbook in pdf format, then you've come to the
correct website. We present utter variation of this book in ePub, doc, DjVu, txt, PDF forms.

8: The Real Paleo Diet Cookbook - Dr. Loren Cordain
We have retired recipes that were published in The Canine Chef Cookbook to make way for new recipes. An * denotes
recipes published in The Canine Chef Cookbook which I have decided not to remove since they have achieved power
pin ranking.
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Pet owners are starting to understand that diet is your pet's best defense against health problems. When you download
this book, you will not only learn how to optimize your dog's diet for premium health, but you will also learn.
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